
The boxes with plastic screws include a
hinged cover. In addition, this patented 
solution incorporates an access hole for a 
security wire sealing system.

Hinged
cover

44 CE

The exclusive advantages of the 44 CE range

44 CE enclosures are made using three types of technopolymer 
(two being halogen-free) for every day, special or industrial 
use.  Available in 11 sizes with a standard or high-capacity 
back-mounting plate, a deep or plain cover (solid or transparent), 
smooth walls or with quick-inlet cable glands.
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Boxes with cable glands enable both rigid 
and flexible cables to be installed quickly, 
providing IP protection and excellent 
mechanical performance, thanks to the 
special “suction cup effect”.

Quick-entry cable 
glands

The GWT 960°C (UL94: V0) versions are 
made of top quality fire-resistant material 
so they're suitable for technical rooms and 
places open to the public, and also marine 
or worksite (RINA certification).

Constructed with fire-
resistant materials The cover is fitted with captive 1/4 turn 

screws and with retained lid, enabling fast 
and easy installation.

1/4 turn versions



Discover the complete 44 CE range at www.gewiss.com
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Various accessories are available: back-
mounting plates in steel or an isolating 
material, terminal blocks, screwcaps, fixing 
brackets, watertight coupling device, and 
cable glands with or without quick entry 
(versions with ø 25mm).

A special rib on the back-mounting plates 
of the box allows you to fix plates, DIN rails 
and terminal blocks, and the two largest 
versions have specific seats for quick fixing 
using a rivet.

With IP56 ingress protection and self-
extinguishing materials (GWT 650°C to 
GWT 960°C) these boxes can be used 
in any environment, whether indoor or 
outdoor - even where there is a higher fire 
risk.

Wide choice of 
accessories

Installation versatilityProtection in any 
environment

For industrial use
Material: GW PLAST 120

Fire resistance: GWT 650°C

For special use
Material: GW PLAST 75

Fire resistance: GWT 960°C

For ordinary junctions
Material: GW PLAST 75

Fire resistance: GWT 650°C

The boxes with a high capacity back-
mounting plate are designed to house 
large-diameter tubes (up to 50mm) so 
they're ideal for systems with a high 
number of connections.

High capacity

IP56


